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Takeaways

• DEQ has proposed a cleanup plan for the 
upland portion of the Willamette Cove site

• This action is separate from in-water work 
overseen by EPA under Superfund

• We are currently accepting comments on 
the plan, through the end of June

• Comments can be submitted multiple ways



Topics

• What is the problem?
• DEQ versus EPA responsibilities
• Status of upland work
• Upland cleanup proposal
• How to comment, get more info
• What’s next



Willamette Cove - Past

Willamette River

Cooperage 
(East Parcel)

Dry Docks
(Central Parcel) 

Plywood Mill 
(West Parcel)

1934 aerial

Peak industrial 
operations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Willamette Cove property has a history of development and use spanning over 100 years. The Willamette Cove Upland was extensively used for industrial activity from the early 1900s to 1970s, including a cooperage, lumber mill, and dry dock-related activities. Significant riverside and over-water activity also occurred, notably the operation of dry docks adjacent to the Central Parcel, with associated activities extending onto the riverbank and upland areas. While the focus of this proposed cleanup is on the Upland extending from top of bank landward, information on riverbank and in-water industrial activities, including historical photos are provided for contextual purposes. The West Parcel was developed in 1901 as a plywood mill and operated as a wood products facility into the 1960s.The Central Parcel development began in 1903, in conjunction with the construction of the St. Johns dry docks nearby and downriver. The East Parcel was developed and occupied by a cooperage plant (i.e., wood barrel manufacturer) from 1915 until the 1950s. The Willamette Cove Site stretches approximately 3,000 feet on the northeast bank of the Willamette River in the St. Johns area of Portland, Oregon. Prior to development, the parcels were a combination of floodplain (occupied by marshes, small ponds, or wet prairie) or undeveloped shoreline. The Site was largely created by historical filling of land adjacent to the Willamette River, and is generally flat-lying above the riverbank. Berms and hummocks are occasionally present, especially in the West and East Parcels. Historically the West Parcel contained an embayment utilized as a log pond (see Figure 2), which has since been backfilled. While terraced above the Willamette River, in general the property is low-lying and accessible from the river during lower river stages, particularly the inner cove area. In general, surface elevations range from 30 to 44 feet North American Vertical Datum 88 (NAVD88). The West Parcel is slightly higher (32 to 44 feet) and the southeast portion of the East Parcel dips as low as 28 feet. The 100-year floodplain and 500-year flood plain elevations (32 and 37 feet NAVD88, respectively) are depicted on Figure 3: Site Elevation and Floodplain Map. The top of bank (TOB) is generally located at 32 feet NAVD88 (see Figure 4: Bankline Cross-Sections), but ranges 28 to 40 feet. The riverbank is moderately to steeply-sloped in the West and Central Parcels, and more variable in the East Parcel with gentle to moderate slopes behind the inner cove beach area and very steep below the BNSF abutment.  



Willamette Cove - Today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 The property is currently vacant, and native and non-native vegetation has reclaimed the parcels and provides habitat to wildlife. Approximately one-third of the Site is covered with hardwood forest that is targeted by the City and Metro for restoration. Native trees include madrone, big leaf maple, and Oregon white oak. The remainder of the site is primarily scrub/shrub or meadow plant communities.Former buildings and related infrastructure have generally been removed. However, remnant infrastructure is scattered across the parcels including a large concrete foundation and paved roadway in the East Parcel. Concrete footings or foundation elements are present in areas across the site, and structural pilings exist within the cove and along the riverbank. Riprap is also present along most of the riverbank on the West and Central Parcels, and variety of debris dispersed amongst the parcels as remnants of industrial uses.Metro, a tri-county governmental agency, purchased the property in 1996 pursuant to Metro's Open Spaces, Parks, and Streams Bond Measure 26-26. Metro has held the property for the purpose of creating a green space area. Restoration plans include a natural area to support aquatic, bird, and native vegetation species. A multi-use trail alignment through the natural area is shown on the City’s comprehensive plan and is part of the regional trail plan adopted by Metro. 



Problem is…

• Extensive upland, riverbank, and in-water 
contamination

• Contaminants including dioxins, metals, and PCBs
• Location of the site on the Willamette River within 

the Portland Harbor Superfund Site



Regulatory oversight

• Site is located in the heart of 
Portland Harbor

• EPA is in charge of in-water  
and riverbank cleanup

• DEQ responsible for upland 
cleanup

SUPERFUND 
SITE IN THE 

WATER

WILLAMETTE 
COVE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a distinction between the DEQ and EPA’s roles and responsibilities for Portland Harbor and specifically the Willamette Cove site.Cleanup of the Willamette Cove riverbank, beach, and in-water contamination will be conducted under forthcoming Portland Harbor Superfund Site in-water actions, overseen by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). DEQ’s proposed cleanup addresses soil contamination (e.g., dioxins/furans, metals, PAHs, PCBs present  in the “Upland” portion of the Willamette Cove property. Metro is the current property owner and the Port is participating as a past owner of a portion of the Site.  In November 2000, the Port of Portland and Metro entered into a Voluntary Agreement (ECVC-NWR-00-26) with DEQ to perform a remedial investigation/feasibility study (RI/FS) and implement any needed source control measures to prevent releases to Portland Harbor. 



EPA vs. DEQ responsibilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Upland extends from top of riverbank landward, east and away from the Willamette River. 



Upland work so far…

Characterized environmental contamination

Evaluated risk to humans and animals/plants, based on 
future use identified by site owner

Partial (hot spot) cleanup in 2015/2016

Proposed cleanup plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Investigations of soil, groundwater, and surface water began in the 1990s, and continued when Metro and the Port of Portland entered into a Voluntary Agreement with DEQ in 2000. Characterization of the nature and extent of contaminants at the Site was performed during the remedial investigation and subsequent investigations to support completion of the risk assessments summarized below, and development and evaluation of remedial alternatives. The purpose of remedial investigation (RI) activities was to identify and characterize contaminants released into the environment at or from the site. Remedial investigation activities were performed using a phased approach. Subsequent investigations were performed to address data gaps to complete human health and ecological risk assessments (HHRA and ERA, respectively) and a source control evaluation (SCE), and in preparation of removal actions (elevated metals in 2008 and dioxin/furan hot spots in 2015/2016). The first phase of the remedial investigation involved soil and groundwater sampling between April 2001 and September 2002. The results as well as historical investigations are presented in the RI Report (Hart Crowser, 2003). 



Unacceptable Risk Site-Wide

Humans
&

Ecology (Plants/Animals)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Soil contamination throughout the Upland exceed acceptable levels for both human health and ecology (plants and animals), and “hot spots” (elevated levels of contamination) are present. (Note that hot spot concentrations differ for humans versus ecology.) Groundwater contamination has also been identified in parts of the Site, notably in the West Parcel, which may require cleanup or other actions. Cleanup actions for groundwater are not presented in the DEQ’s proposed cleanup plan, but the need for additional investigation efforts is acknowledged. After the collection and analysis of additional groundwater data from the Upland, and forthcoming in-water (pre-design) investigation under USEPA, DEQ will determine whether a complete groundwater-to-surface water pathway is present which may require additional action.  



Hot spot areas present a very high risk

Humans
• Reduced area after 

removal actions

Hot Spot

Ecology
• Site-wide for dioxins
• Focused areas for 

other contaminants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note that hot spot concentrations differ for humans versus ecology.)



Who’s exposed to contamination at Willamette Cove

Child

Houseless
Camper

Recreational
User 

(walker, cyclist, bird watcher)

People:

Plants & Animals:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the RI data, a human and ecological health Conceptual Site Model (CSM) was developed, which describes sources, exposure routes, and receptors.The following current and future receptors were evaluated based on current and future uses:Recreational Trespasser/Park User - current/future (RT/PU): This scenario represents current recreational use such as accessing the site for running, hiking, observing nature, or other similar passive recreational activities. Although access for these activities is currently not legal, such use is regularly observed. Active recreational use is not currently planned to be allowed. The baseline scenario conservatively assumes an individual may use the site, including active recreational uses, over 26 years. Exposure and risk calculations assume child and adult exposures, and screening levels apply from 0 to 3 feet bgs.Transient Trespasser - current/future (TT): This scenario represents current exposures to trespassers that may camp at the site for relatively short periods of time during a two-year period. The scenario applies only to adults, and screening levels apply from 0 to 3 feet bgs.Onsite Construction Worker - future (CW): This scenario represents individuals that may have contact with soils while building structures or conducting earthwork associated with the potential recreational development. The scenario assumes relatively high contact with soils, but for time periods that are associated with short-term construction projects. The scenario applies only to adults, and screening levels apply from 0 to 10 feet bgs.



Health Risk and Future Use

• Risk = Exposure to contamination & toxicity of contamination.

• If either exposure or toxicity is removed, there is no risk to 
people or wildlife.

• The entire upland area of Willamette Cove has soil contamination 
that presents an unacceptable risk to human health and wildlife. 
Some areas (hot spots) present a very high risk. 

• A cleanup is necessary to reduce risk and protect human health, 
wildlife, and the environment.



How did DEQ get to cleanup plan?

 Approval of Port/Metro Feasibility Study

 Consideration of many remedial technologies, both 
traditional and non-traditional

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A draft Feasibility Study and Source Control Evaluation (FS/SCE) was completed in September 2017 and a revised FS/SCE was provided in March 2019 (Apex, 2017 and 2019) presenting cleanup options to address human health and ecological risk. In June 2019, the Port provided a response to comments received on the revised FS/SCE.



Cleanup options considered
 Traditional methods

• Excavation and offsite disposal

• Capping with or without consolidation

 Other options
• Chemical treatment

• Bioremediation

• Thermal remediation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The draft FS examined a broader range of remedial technologies, traditional and including various types of in-situ and ex- situ bioremediation methods.. 



Challenges

 Multiple contaminants resistant to treatment methods 
(dioxins, metals, PCBs)

 Very low cleanup standards, notably for dioxins            
(low parts per trillion range)

 Need to minimize impacts to neighborhoods and carbon 
footprint of cleanup to the extent possible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These technologies were determined to be ineffective in treating the full range of site contaminants, including those less amenable to treatment (metals, PCBs, and dioxins/furans) based on current remediation science, or would not be expected to be sufficiently effective to meet the very low (part per trillion) cleanup levels for some contaminants. Also, some of the bioremediation treatment options would take a long time (perhaps years) to be fully effective, and would be incompatible with the intended future use of the property and concerns about ongoing risk to site users (site use is discouraged but cannot be entirely eliminated given its size).  Only remedial alternatives considered capable of restoring site conditions to protective levels, in a reasonable time frame, were carried forward in the final FS. Nine remedial action alternatives were organized into four main categories including no action (for comparison purposes only), capping, excavation, and a combination capping and excavation of contaminated soil. DEQ’s Guidance for Conducting Feasibility Studies (1998, updated 2006) provides more detailed guidance on the remedy selection process, including the development of remedial action objectives, identification of general response actions, identification and screening of remedial technologies, and assembly of remedial action objectives for evaluation. Each of these steps were considered by DEQ,, in the identification of a recommended remedial action for the Upland.



DEQ 
Decision

Effectiveness
How well does the proposed 
cleanup remedy achieve the 
desired level of protection?

Implementability
How difficult will it be to 

implement the cleanup remedy? 
Is the technology involved likely 

to fail or require regular 
maintenance?

Implementation 
Risk

What is the impact to the 
community during the proposed 
cleanup? (truck traffic, worker 
safety, carbon footprint, etc.)? Long-term 

Reliability
Will the proposed cleanup 

prevent exposure to 
contamination in the future?

Cost 
Effectiveness

Is the cost associated with the 
cleanup proportionate to the 

benefits that will be achieved?

Regulatory Considerations for Selecting a Cleanup
Proposed cleanups that are protective are evaluated against the following factors:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The criteria used to evaluate the remedial action alternatives described below are defined in OAR 340-122-090, and establish a two-step approach to evaluate and select a remedial action. The first step evaluates whether a remedial action is protective; if not, the alternative is unacceptable and the second step evaluation is not required. The Protectiveness criterion is pass/fail. The remedial alternatives considered protective are evaluated and compared with each other using five balancing factors. The five balancing factors are 1) effectiveness in achieving protection, 2) long-term reliability, 3) implementability, 4) implementation risk, and 5) reasonableness of cost. Nine remedial action alternatives were compared with each other for each remedy selection criteria. A discussion of the merits of the various alternatives of DEQ’s “balancing factors” is summarized in DEQ’s Staff Report. One tool of comparison consists of scoring, or ranking, the alternatives against each other by balancing factor categories, with the most favorable alternative (i.e., 4c) outranking the others.Based on the detailed evaluation of the soil remedial alternatives (summarized in DEQ’s Staff Report), Alternative 4c is recommended to address soil contamination currently present and uncontrolled within the Willamette Cove Upland Site. This recommended remedial action is a hybrid of technologies, which provides a protective and cost-effective approach to remove and contain contaminated soil, including hot spots. Alternative 4c foremost will restore the site to protective conditions, and in comparison of the remedy selection balancing factors outranked the other potential alternatives.  



Soil Cleanup Proposal
• Protect future recreational/park users, construction workers, the 

houseless, plants and animals by:

– Removal of hotspots for human health*

– Consolidate and cap majority of remaining contaminated soil 

– Place clean soil cover as needed

• Long-term monitoring and maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following remedial actions are recommended for the Willamette Cove Upland Site: Excavation and offsite disposal of all soil exceeding hot spot levels for human health, and ecological non-dioxin/furan hot spots (i.e. metals).Consolidation and onsite capping of: a) soil posing an excess risk to humans but below hot spot levels; and b) soil with higher risk levels relative to animals and plants, including hot spots. Capping of consolidated soil will consist of a demarcation layer and a minimum of 3 feet of clean cover material. The consolidation area will be engineered to meet long-term requirements for stability and tailored to accommodate Metro plans for a nature park (with a regional trial). Preliminarily estimates indicate the Upland can accommodate approximately 23,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil in a consolidation feature compatible with plans for the property.Excavation and offsite disposal of soil exceeding risk levels for humans or animals/plants may be required in cases where either in-place capping or onsite consolidation and capping are not feasible due to space limitations, flooding or seismic concerns, etc. To the extent this is necessary, a preference will be given to offsite disposal of soil posing a higher risk to humans or animals/plants.Following offsite disposal and onsite consolidation and capping, residual soil contamination posing a lower-level risk to animals and plants would be covered in-place. Cover thickness would be determined based on the level of residual risk; however, a minimum 1-foot of clean topsoil will be necessary. Completion of investigation efforts to determine whether groundwater contaminants have the potential to migrate to the Willamette River. The investigation is expected to include both additional Upland sampling and data analysis, and in-water investigation as part of (Portland Harbor Superfund Site) pre- design investigation under USEPA. If a complete groundwater-to-surface water migration pathway exists, source control options will be evaluated. Following completion of this work, DEQ would prepare a Source Control Decision.Long-term monitoring and maintenance of all engineering controls, including consolidation areas caps and soil covers, to confirm the ongoing effectiveness of these cleanup actions. A Cap Inspection and Maintenance Plan and Contaminated Media Management Plan will be developed, as well as a Community and Outreach Plan. The long-term monitoring and maintenance plan will include a discussion of contingency measures. In addition to regular monitoring, the cleanup action will be subject to five-year reviews, which provide an opportunity to evaluate the implementation and performance of a remedy to determine whether it remains protective of human health and the environment. The five-year review would include potential changes in land and water uses for the Site and nearby area. Institutional controls, including recording of a deed restriction with the property identifying the nature of contamination, use restrictions, and necessary long-term controls.Note: Thickness of 3 feet is assumed for a soil-based cap; however, alternative materials such rock and hardscape could be used, subject to DEQ approval. The final cap thickness and composition will be determined during remedial design.



Cleanup Concept

Cover

Willamette CoveWest Parcel

East 
Parcel

Central 
Parcel

Consolidation

Removal Consolidation 
Area

Native Trees 
Preservation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This recommended cleanup is a hybrid of technologies, which provides a protective and cost-effective approach to remove and contain contaminated soil, including hot spots. Alternative 4c foremost will restore the site to protective conditions, and in comparison of the remedy selection balancing factors outranked the other potential alternatives. 



Hot Spot Removal
 Excavate and offsite landfill disposal

Human Health
Ecological 

non-dioxin/furan (i.e., metals) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hybrid and Tiered Approach:First, excavation and offsite disposal of all soil exceeding hot spot levels for human health, and ecological non-dioxin/furan hot spots (i.e. metals).Note: excavation and offsite disposal of soil exceeding risk levels for humans or animals/plants may be required in cases where either in-place capping or onsite consolidation and capping are not feasible due to space limitations, flooding or seismic concerns, etc. To the extent this is necessary, a preference will be given to offsite disposal of soil posing a higher risk to humans or animals/plants.



Consolidation and Cap
 Excavate/consolidate remaining soil contamination:

• Human health risk
• Majority of ecological risk

 Engineered Cap:
• 3-feet minimum thickness (e.g., rock and soil)
• Park features could be used (such as path/platform) 
• Design support planned park
• Long-term resiliency (e.g., storms, floods, seismic)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Second, consolidation and onsite capping of: a) soil posing an excess risk to humans but below hot spot levels; and b) soil with higher risk levels relative to animals and plants, including hot spots. Capping of consolidated soil will consist of a demarcation layer and a minimum of 3 feet of clean cover material. The consolidation area will be engineered to meet long-term requirements for stability and tailored to accommodate Metro plans for a nature park (with a regional trial). Preliminarily estimates indicate the Upland can accommodate approximately 23,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil in a consolidation feature compatible with plans for the property.



Soil Covers
 Cover site with clean soil

• Thickness based on 
ecological risk left, if any

• Minimum 1-foot topsoil to 
support plant growth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following offsite disposal and onsite consolidation and capping, residual soil contamination posing a lower-level risk to animals and plants would be covered in-place. Cover thickness would be determined based on the level of residual risk; however, a minimum 1-foot of clean topsoil will be necessary. 



Cleanup Concept – Hybrid Approach

Cover

Willamette CoveWest Parcel

East 
Parcel

Central 
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Consolidation

Removal

Native Trees 
Preservation

Consolidation 
Area



Consolidation Location & Shape TBD

Cover

Willamette CoveWest Parcel

East 
Parcel

Central 
Parcel

Consolidation

Removal

Native Trees 
Preservation

CA

Consolidation Area

Consolidation 
Area



Next Steps: Remedial Design
 Remedial Design Sampling (site-wide and comprehensive)

• Refine areas/volumes for onsite and offsite placement

 Engineers will design Consolidation Area (including location and 
shape) based on:
• Pre-design sampling results
• Size constraints
• Riverbank cleanup
• Design fits park infrastructure
• Long-term resiliency (e.g., storms, floods, seismic, geotech)



Proposed Cleanup Restores Site
 Excavation (Remove Sources)

• Human health hotspots (and more) removed offsite
• Remaining human health risk (and more) excavated and 

consolidated
 Caps and Covers (Remove/Reduce Exposure)

• Engineered Barriers
• Topsoil cover low ecological risk 

 Protects humans (park users, campers, construction workers) and 
plants/animals



UPLAND WILLAMETTE COVE ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP

FEASIBILITY STUDY
April 2019

Metro and the Port of 
Portland submitted a 
report about potential 
cleanup options to DEQ. 
You can find it online: 
https://go.usa.gov/xEJwh

REPORT ON 
CLEANUP OPTIONS
Early 2020

DEQ will issue a 
Staff Report about 
the recommended 
plan for cleanup at 
the upland portion of 
the Willamette Cove.

PUBLIC COMMENT
March-June 2020

Make your voice heard! 

Submit public comment on DEQ’s 
recommended cleanup plan.

PUBLIC MEETINGS
March-June 2020

DEQ will host several informative 
meetings during the public comment 
period. Come find out about the site 
history, the proposed cleanup and 
how to provide comments. 

REVIEW COMMENTS
Summer 2020

DEQ will consider all 
comments received during 
the public comment period. 

FINAL DECISION
Summer 2020

After evaluating comments 
and making any changes to 
the proposed cleanup, DEQ 
will issue a Record of Decision 
(ROD). This documents DEQ’s 
final decision on how the site 
will be cleaned up. 

WE NEED TO HEAR FROM YOU!

03/2020

For information about Willamette Cove, including how to provide comments 
on the proposed cleanup, please visit: https://go.usa.gov/xddNF

REMEDIAL DESIGN

Detailed engineering 
plans are developed 
that present how the 
cleanup will  be 
conducted.  

REMEDIAL ACTION

Cleanup is conducted 
following the plans and 
specifications presented 
in the Remedial Design.  

https://go.usa.gov/xEJwh
https://go.usa.gov/xddNF


Who’s Who?
Upland Willamette Cove Environmental Cleanup Project Partners

You! 
The Public

Reviews and comments on 
DEQ’s cleanup alternatives 

Oregon Department of 
Environmental Quality 

Regulatory Agency

Oversees environmental cleanup 
process

Port of Portland
Previous Property Owner

Pays for cleanup activities

Metro
Current Property Owner

Establishes future plans for 
site use and assists with 

paying for cleanup activities

Portland Harbor 
Community Coalition 

and the Portland Harbor 
Community Advisory 

Group 

Facilitates and supports public 
involvement

Oregon Health Authority 
Regulatory Agency

Provides information about 
potential health effects

Work together 
through a voluntary 

agreement to 
cleanup the site

4/10/2019

Community Based Organizations



Get more info
• DEQ website: https://go.usa.gov/xddNF

– Fact sheet, executive summary, public notice (English/Spanish/Vietnamese/Russian)

• DEQ presentation at the Portland Harbor CAG
– May 13, 2020

• Environmental Cleanup Site Information database
– ECSI ID: 2066

• Contact DEQ
– Erin McDonnell: 503-229-6900 or McDonnell.Erin@deq.state.or.us

https://go.usa.gov/xddNF
mailto:McDonnell.Erin@deq.state.or.us


Public Comment

• Public comment now through August 31

• Three ways to submit comments:
o Email: WillCoveUpland@state.or.us
oMail: Erin McDonnell, DEQ
o Public meetings 

Copies of this presentation available from DEQ.

mailto:WillCoveUpland@state.or.us


Questions?
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